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Day Trip or Overnight from Melbourne 

This is a bunch of  things you need to know if  you intend 
to tag-along on a bush trip with The Wanderer as your 
guide. There's two ways you may tag-along, either in your 
own vehicle or as a passenger in The Wanderer. 

Space 
If  you're taking your own vehicle, how much you take is 
your responsibility. Read on for some tips.  

As a passenger, the first consideration is the space your 
gear takes up. You are asked to limit to one small sports 
bag for your clothes, toiletries (see Amenities) and other 
personal items, keeping in mind this excludes blankets, 
pillow, cooking utensils etc.  
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Wildlife 

Echidnas usually half-bury 
themselves when they hear 
you coming. 

Wombats are a little harder 
to spot but if you’re quiet 
and patient around dusk 
you could be lucky. 

Birdlife abounds if you’re 
quiet and observant.

Tag-along with…
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Utilising the limited space in a vehicle is an art, it's a 
combination of  packing all the items in such a way that is 
safe, avoids rattles, doesn't obstruct the driver's views 
and is easily accessible when on site.  

Food 
If  you're a fussy eater, either get over it or stay at home! 
Refrigerator space is limited so it's important you give 
some thought to what you bring. A full head of  lettuce 
will take up all the room in the fridge so forget salads! 
The idea is to take food that is small and compact yet 
returns high yields in nutrition and filling. 

Round packaging and containers take up more space 
than square or rectangular so re-package accordingly if  
required. Excess packaging is best removed.  

A small gas cooker will be available, 
suitable for heating water for coffee, 
tea, soups. Also ideal for cooking 
eggs, bacon, ham in a frypan but not 
for fatty meats and sausages. 

A campfire grill is also available 
for cooking meats and 
sausages. It's an open surface 
which requires no oil and 
allows excess fats to 
fall through. 

Alternative options such as 
cold meats will be used if  the 
weather (wet or fire bans) 
doesn't allow for campfires.  

Clothes 
Campfires are a part of  
camping, on a tag-along trip, they're used to cook and to 
enjoy the ambience in the evening.  

“I'm cold” is not a reason to build a fire up to a raging 
inferno. A campfire is as big as the fool who builds it.  
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The lure of the bush 

Life has a way of taking our 
attention away from what 
nature intended us to 
experience. 

Always thinking, planning, 
worrying, fussing and 
generally being stressed 
becomes a way of day to 
day life. 

Technology makes life easy, or 
does it? Getting away from it 
occasionally lets us get back 
to the simple things and just 

be ourselves the way we were 
intended to be with nature 
and the elements. 

Getting back to basics is a 
great way to recharge 
ourselves and gives us the 

opportunity to soak up the 
beauty and freshness of our 
real habitat without all the 
sterile comforts that we are 
used to.
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If  you're a “coldie” (the type of  person who says “I'm cold” the minute the sun sets), you 
should come prepared, don't count on central heating, there ain't none! 

Suitable clothing, including foundation wear, should be given lots of  thought. You can't bring 
everything, make compromises. Find out what the weather is likely to be, in cooler months, a 
long sleeved shirt and long pants are ideal. Take warm underwear if  you're a coldie. Also, it's 
not a good idea to bring your best white, woollen jumper. These trips have lots of  things to 

ruin delicate clothes, dust, mud, 
smoke, embers, sharp branches... 

Give some thought to gloves and 
scarves. A light vinyl rain jacket is 
always good to have.  

A cap is a good idea, walking 
towards the sun can be 
uncomfortable having it shine into 
your eyes, in fact it could be 
dangerous if  it hinders you seeing 
obstacles at your feet.  

Good, solid walking shoes, (well 
worn in, not brand new) and good 
socks are essential. Many a good 
hike is spoiled by unsuitable 
footwear. Loose, tight, slippery, 
heavy… make sure they fit. 

Amenities 
Let's get this said, there aren't any! No showers, running water, wash basins or toilets. 

To deal with the latter, you walk to a discrete, private spot and squat. 
So be prepared, especially on a hike, a toilet bag is a very good idea. A 
small bag with a shoulder strap big enough to hold a roll of  toilet 
paper and perhaps moist towelettes. It's amazing how a good brisk 
bush walk in the fresh air usually calls up the urge! 

If  you're a washing up fuss-pot, be warned, although a water tank is 
available, paper plates will be used to cut-down cleaning up after meals. 
Unless a clean stream is nearby utensils are wiped clean with paper towel, cups and bowls 
rinsed and wiped with a paper towel. Same goes for hands. 
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For personal hygiene, along with the contents of  the toilet bag, a small face washer, 
toothpaste and brush, soap…  

Hiking 
A good hike through the bush is very energising and calming but can be spoiled if  your shoes 
have no grip or ankle support, or are too tight and hurt. 

Sleeping 
A tent looks flimsy but it is very warm and cosy as long as 
you have good insulation underneath you. A roll out mat 
and a blanket underneath you will keep you insulated from 
damp and cold. Bring another blanket to cover you because 
it may get very cool at night. 

A sleeping bag is aways useful, even if  you don't sleep in it 
you can use it as a mattress for extra padding. 

As for pyjamas, a track suit will do or simply stay in your day clothes. 

Weather 
It's difficult to accurately forecast conditions in advance. Have a discussion with your guide as 
to how much wet stuff  you're prepared to endure and also how much cold you're prepared to 
put up with. Please don't wait until the last minute to call your participation off. 

Tracks 
If  you're in a vehicle, the difficulty of  tracks to be taken will be rated on a scale from one to 

ten. Anything above a "3" requires a 
four-wheel-drive, especially if  wet. If  
you find yourself  over your head 
simply let your guide know, we don't 
value bravado for its own sake and if  

you're terrified and not enjoying the journey it defeats the purpose of  the outing, we will find 
an alternative way. 

Be prepared for slippery tracks, steep going up, steep going down, creek crossings, narrow 
tracks, perhaps with a big drop at either side. 

If  you're in a tag-along vehicle, your guide always has the option to lead, especially if  it's dusty. 
Stay back as far as you need to allow the dust to settle for your comfort and visibility. A two-
way radio will be provided so you keep in contact and don't miss a turn. 

Also note that your smart-phone may be comatose as there's usually no service out there. 
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Times 
Departure times are important if  the party is to make the best use of  daylight, please be 
prompt and ready to go at the agreed time and place. 

Return time will be approximate, every effort will be made to be on time but unexpected 
circumstances (such as a fallen tree, puncture or zombie attack) may cause a delay. 

Responsibilities 
Besides sticking to the rules, it would be appreciated if  you 
help out by gathering firewood. Dry kindling is important, 
that's sticks no thicker than a pencil and perhaps some dry 
leaves. Secondary fuel, that's dry sticks thicker than your 
finger but not much more are required to get the fire going. 
Thicker wood is good for making a hot fire and embers to 
cook evenly. Never break a live branch off  a tree! All 
firewood should be dead and dry. 

Pitching a tent is fiddly work and all tents are a little different, offer to help but don't feel 
obliged if  you’d rather do something else. 

If  you must leave the camp area for any reason, let someone know and take the portable radio 
with you. If  you leave the established foot track, always look back after every twenty paces to 
keep your bearings. If  you lose sight of  the camp area find something else as a landmark to 
help you get back to a position where you can see the camp. It is extremely easy to lose sight 
of  the track once you leave it. 

Unpleasantness 
There’s a lot to enjoy in the wild but there’s always things that you need to be aware of. 

Mosquitoes unfortunately love your blood. They are sneaky critters 
hovering around your wrists and ankles. You won’t feel their bite 
straight away but later it will itch and irritate you to the point of  
madness. They usually come out in the late afternoon or early 
evening so keep the repellent handy, spray the exposed areas. Some 
mozzies will bite through thin sleeves and socks! Always check the 

inside of  the tent with a torch before you sleep! 

March Flies are huge and very noisy but they can sneak up and give you 
a nasty painful bite which will also itch and irritate you for hours. They 
usually prefer your ankles and can bite you through the lace eyelets in 
your shoes. A good sport is to keep a piece of  bracken fern handy and 
whack them just after they land on your shoes. 
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Snakes are rare but can give you a scare. They like to coil themselves up in a patch of  sunlight, 
usually on a path. If  you see one warn others and clap your hands a few times, it will slither 
away and leave you in peace. 

Ants can be a problem if  you sit on a log for a long time, some bite but most 
are just annoying. Oh, Bull Ants can be as big as two centimetres with 
pinchers that can break skin so they always have right of  way. 

Your Contract 
Having read the above, you know what to expect and agree to the terms and conditions of  the 
trip and promise not to whinge to your guide or within ear shot! 
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